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Between the pages of a good travel book, lies forever. Unlike film - both photo-

graphic and cinematic - where the viewer is constrained by what lies before his/her 

eyes, books impose no such limitations on the reader. Given free rein, imaginations 

are allowed to soar beyond the clouds, settle into a train journey across nowhere 

or simply steal away for a few hours within the strangely fascinating crevices of a 

foreign city. The Buzz tries to bottle that fragrance of freedom as it chronicles a 

couple of its favorite travel authors.

To read, perchance to dream...



“The only people for me are the mad ones, the ones

who are mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved,

desirous of everything at the same time, the ones who 

never yawn or say a commonplace thing, but burn, burn, 

burn, like fabulous yellow roman candles exploding like 

spiders across the stars and in the middle you see the 

blue centerlight pop and everybody goes 'Awww!'”

Jack Kerouac could scarcely have known that his

feverish, restless ruminations on a 1940s American

landscape littered with spontaneous jazz combustions 

and drug-addled anti-heroes would end up connecting 

with so many millions of travellers across the globe,

across several generations. But therein lies the attraction

of beautiful travel writing - it sucks you in, irrespective

of geography and timelines.

In Kerouac's case, 'On the Road' is a love letter to the

lost Beat generation, a rough ride over terrain peopled 

with misfits, dreamers, crooks and wanderlusters.

Through stream-of-consciousness ramblings, he unearths 

the core of what it means to be young and addicted

to the world's mysteries. Frenzied showers of spontaneity 

seem to propel the book's two lead characters along

a road with no foreseeable ending.

There is a sense of potency and immediacy to Kerouac's 

writing that resonates in the heart of anyone willing to

flow against the tide, even today. A propulsive soul that 

compels you to colour outside the lines... maybe throw

a splash of red into that predominantly gray, immaculately-

suited life.

While Kerouac's adventures saw him traversing the

treacherous road, Antoine de Saint-Exupery found

himself drawn more towards the travails of the sky.

An accomplished aviator, Exupery's intimate knowledge

of his surroundings bestowed his writings on flight with

an unmatched poignancy. The perfect place to begin is 

the twin-compendium of 'Southern Mail/Night Flight'.

The former chronicles the very earthly concerns and 

frailties of Jacques Bernis, a mail courier pilot flying the 

France - North Africa trail during the earliest days of

commercial aviation. Painted deliberately against the 

vastness of the sky and incredibly challenging journeys

is a stark portrait of his lover, the tragic Genevieve.

Winding through ravished reminiscences of love

and the mysteries of flight, Exupery's impassioned

lyricism weaves a surreal fable wherein the most

unpredictable journey ultimately turns out to be the

one taken within the mind.

'Night Flight' meanwhile is a soaring thesis on courage, 

following a lone aviator on his tryst with the immensity

of the night sky. Through his confrontation with a storm 

over the Andes en route from Punta Arenas to Buenos 

Aires, the evocative novella captures the thrill of early

flight and the isolated bravery of piloting night mail

planes across South America in the early 1920s.

Both in its depictions of flight and human fortunes,

Night Flight is a tour de force which enchants you

from beginning to end. And then makes you want

to hit the skies.

Which, in the end, is perhaps the whole point with great 

travel writing... to incite the reader into becoming one of 

those mad ones whom Kerouac so fondly raved about.

Contemporary Classics - Three Must-Reads

Sun After Dark - Pico Iyer: Who knew desolation

could be so achingly attractive? A Cook's Tour -

Anthony Bourdain: Deliciously witty, never less than 

engaging. Pattern Recognition - William Gibson:

Consumer images, seen through a manic global prism.
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